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12.¥xe6
Anand did not play ¥xe6 before black has
played ¦e8, because he won’t let the rook
use an open f-file. It’s still possible to take
with the pawn, but then the rook looks silly.
12...¦xe6 13.h3
I don’t understand why this is necessary.
13...d5 14.£e2
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V. Anand – J. L. Hammer
1.e4
Anand did play 1.d4 in his two last World
Championship matches, but when it’s
rapid chess you usually play the openings
you know best. With less time on clock it
may be more important to have a position
you know well than having a good
position.
1...e5 2.¤f3 ¤c6 3.¥c4
But already here Anand surprises, 3.¥b5
is what he normally always play.
3...¥c5 4.c3 ¤f6 5.d3
Giucco Pianissimo. White will play the
same standard knight manouvers as in
spanish, but without forcing black to
weaken the queenside.(3.¥b5).
5...a6
Black doesn’t want d3-d4 coming
with tempo later, so he retreats with
the bishop. It’s worth spending an extra
tempo getting the bishop to a7, because
on b6 it may later be captured by a knight
(¤b1–d2-c4xb6).
6.0–0 ¥a7 7.¥b3 d6 8.¦e1 h6
8...0–0 is the normal move order, since
¥g5 isn’t anything to be afraid of. Maybe
8...h6 is a slight inaccuracy, because it
allows white to play without h2-h3. If
8...0–0 9.¤bd2, then 9...¤g4! 10.¦e2
¢h8 with the idea of f7-f5, is considered
good for black.
9.¤bd2 0–0 10.¤f1 ¥e6 11.¤g3 ¦e8
11...£d7 is the alternative if black wants
to take on e6 with the pawn.

14...£d7!
Hammer doesn’t realese the tension in the
centre.
15.¤h4
15.¤h2 The other typical knight manouver
starts with.
15...¦d8 16.¤hf5 dxe4 17.dxe4 £d3
18.¢f1 ¦ee8 19.£xd3 ¦xd3 20.¢e2 ¦ed8
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At first sight black seems to be better, but
it’s not possible for the rooks to improve
their position. The black centre pawn is
fixed on a dark square, the same colour
as his bishop, which gives Anand some
long term advantage.
21.f3 a5 22.a4
Another pawn fixed on a dark square.
22...¦3d7 23.¤e3 ¤e8
23...¥xe3 solves one problem but creates
another. White will now try to create play
on both wings, making the bishop better
than the knight.
24.¤gf5 ¤d6 25.¤xd6 ¦xd6 26.¤c4
¦d3 27.¥d2 ¥c5 28.¦ed1 f6 29.¥e1
¦xd1 30.¦xd1 ¦xd1 31.¢xd1 h5!?
Stopping white from gaining too much
space on the kingside.
32.g4 hxg4 33.fxg4 g5
This move was not necessary, but that
doesn’t mean it’s bad. hammer has four
pawns fixed on dark squares, which gives
Anand some advantage, but in chess the
drawing margins are quite big.
34.¢e2 ¢f7 35.¢d3 ¢e6 36.¤d2
Not 36.¤e3 ¥xe3!
36...¤b8

37...axb4 38.¤b3 ¥b6 39.cxb4 c6
40.¢c4 ¤d7 41.a5 ¥e3 42.b5 cxb5+
43.¢xb5 ¤b8
Here Anand fell into thought and finally
made a direct winning attempt.
44.¤c5+ ¥xc5 45.¢xc5 ¤d7+ 46.¢b5
¢d6 47.¥b4+ ¢e6 48.a6
The only way to break through.
48...bxa6+ 49.¢xa6 ¢f7 50.¢b7
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50...f5??
The losing move. Black will hold a
draw with 50...¤f8! Hammer must have
been afraid of 51.¥xf8 ¢xf8 52.¢c6
and white will get the opposition in the
pawn endgame. It’s not enough to win:
52...¢e7 53.¢c7 ¢e6 54.¢d8 ¢d6
55.¢e8 ¢c5! (not 55...¢e6 56.¢f8 and
white wins) 56.¢e7 ¢d4 57.¢xf6 ¢xe4
58.¢xg5 ¢f3 59.h4 e4 60.h5 e3 61.h6 e2
62.h7 e1£ 63.h8£ £c1+ and the pawn
on g4 drops off.
51.exf5 e4 52.¢c6 ¤e5+ 53.¢d5 ¤d3
54.¥d2 ¤f2 55.¥xg5 ¤xh3 56.¥e3 1–0
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J. Polgar – Magnus Carlsen
1.e4
In the world’s elite most players switch
between some different opening moves,
but Polgar is maybe the only who

37.b4!
A small tactical finesse.
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when Kramnik used it to beat Kasparov
in the World Championship match in
London 2000. It’s still played a lot in top
tournaments. White has two advantages:
1) Development. Black has lost his right
to castle and it will take a long time for
him to connect the rooks.
2) Better pawn structure. In a pawn
endgame, white would win, because
the doubled pawn stops black from
generating a passed pawn on the queen
side.White’s plan is generally to advante
with his pawn majority on the king side
and use his space advantage to paralyse
black. Black also has some advantages:
1) The pair of bishops. In a endgame
with play on both wings the bishop pair
can show its strength. The killer bishop,
the one on c8, is specially strong, since
white misses his white squared bishop.
2) The possibility to play against a
bad bishop. ¥c1 has often ha hard
time finding a good diagonal.Both this
advantages depends on the fact that the
white e-pawn has advanced to e5. If
the pawn should have been on e4, as
in exchange spanish, black would not
be able to use the f5-square for either
knight or bishop. Then the bishop on c1
wouldn’t have been bad either.
9.¤c3 ¢e8 10.h3
h2-h3 is useful, both because white
wants to advance g2-g4 later, and
because it stops ¥g4 with a pin.
10...b6
Vladimir Kramnik introduced this
move in the World Blitz Championship
2007. He played it further three times
in Tal Memorial blitz 2008 before he
got followers. The first one was Magnus
Carlsen, and then the rest of the world
followed. It may seem a bit odd to place
the bishop on b7, since the control over
e6 is very important. The games have

exclusively plays 1.e4.
1...e5 2.¤f3 ¤c6 3.¥b5 ¤f6
The Berlin Wall, no new opening for
Carlsen, but a slightly sursprising choice
in a rapid tournament, since black often
needs to play very exact the first few
moves after the opening theory ends.
4.0–0
4.d3 is also popular. In this kind of
positions white want to play c3 followed
by d4, and then 4.d3 would be a loss of
tempo. 4.¤c3 is another move that stops
c3 followed by d4.
4...¤xe4 5.d4 ¤d6
Hitting the bishop on b5, which is the
point of not playing 3...a6.
6.¥xc6
6.dxe5 ¤xb5 7.a4 is the last serious
option of avoiding the endgame. The
knight on b5 is trapped and white wins
back the piece.
6...dxc6 7.dxe5 ¤f5 8.£xd8+
8.£e2 with the idea ¦d1 looks
interesting, because black’s queen lacks
a good square. With 8...¤d4 9.¤xd4
£xd4 10.¦d1 ¥g4! black forces a queen
exchange and has a good position.
8...¢xd8
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This is the staring position of the Berlin
endgame. The opening became popular
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showed that the influence of the bishop
on the long diagonal fully compensates
for this.
11.¦d1 ¥b7 12.¥f4
A logical idea. White will play e5-e6
next to use the fact that the bishop is on
b7.
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12...¦c8
This is Stellwagen-Carlsen from Corus
2009. Carlsen also played a similar
idea against Emanuel Berg in a blitz
tournament in Norway last year. I
analyzed this position some months
ago and concluded that instead of
Stellwagens 13.g4, white has a dangerous
initiative with 13.a4! I wrote: I wonder
what Carlsen had planned against this
move. Well, I got to know.
13.a4! ¤e7
This came after some thought, so I am
not sure that it was prepared. ¤e7-g6
is a normal manouver for black. Why
moving the knight six times in the
opening? Normally the main reason why
g6 is the best square for the knight is
that it threatens the pawn on e5 and thus
stops white from moving the knight from
f3. Without moving this knight white
will never be able to play f2-f4, which
is one of her main plans. Here white has

already played ¥f4, which defends e5 for
a second time. I think that ¤e7 is slightly
illogical here.
14.a5 c5
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15.¤b5
Everyone says that women always play
aggressive chess. I am not sure about that
claim, but if it’s true Polgar is a good
example. She has won an uncountable
number of beautiful attacking games.
15.axb6 seems like some edge for white,
but the berlin positions isn’t always what
they seem to be.
15...a6 16.¤d6+!?
The logical follow up.
16...cxd6 17.exd6 ¤d5 18.c4
18.d7+ ¢xd7 19.c4 wins back the piece,
but black is slightly better with the
bishop pair.
18...¤xf4! 19.d7+ ¢d8 20.¤e5
This looks threatening, and most of
the spectators thought that white were
winning. Carlsen fell into deep thought
and decided to play
20...¥e7 21.axb6
The best move, threatening mate on f7
and thus stopping ¦c8 from moving.
21...¤e2+ 22.¢f1 ¤d4
Now black is ready to move the rook
from c8.
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23.dxc8£+ ¢xc8
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8...0–0!
Black castles before taking action in the
centre.
9.¥g5
9.dxe5 ¤xe4 10.¥d3 d5 11.exd6 ¤xd6
actually leavs black slightly better
developed.
9...h6 10.¥xf6?!
Giving up the bishop pair without getting
any compensation. 10.dxe5 and 10.¥h4
is the two main moves, but neither gives
any advantage.
10...£xf6 11.dxe5 £xe5 12.¥d3 ¦d8
13.¢h1
Preparing f4.
13...£f4
A funny way of stopping the pawn
advance. 14.g3 would weaken the
kingside and make f2-f4 out of question.
14.£d2 £xd2 15.¤xd2 d5 16.e5 c5
Anand wil try to open the centre to
activate the bishops.
17.¦ad1 c4 18.¥c2 ¥g4 19.f3 ¥e6 20.f4
d4 21.cxd4 ¥xd4 22.b3 cxb3 23.¥xb3
Exchanging the bishop pair is a
good strategic plan for white, but
unfourtunately black gets a lot of activity.
23...¥e3
If the knight moves black takes on d1 and
either a2 or f4 falls.

24.b4?
This just blunders a pawn, but Carlsen
was better anyway.
24...f6 25.¤d3 cxb4 26.c5 ¤c6 27.¦ac1
¦d8 28.¢e1 ¦d5 29.¦c4 a5 30.¦e4 ¤e5
31.¢e2 ¦xd3
Winning more material.
32.¦xe5 ¦xd1 33.¦xe7 ¦d7 34.¦e8+
¦d8 35.¦e7 b3 0–1
Judit Polgar – Viswanathan Anand
1.e4 e5 2.¤f3 ¤c6 3.¥b5 ¤f6!
A wise decision. Polgar had her loss
against Carlsen fresh in mind, and now
fell into a short thought before she
decided to avoid the endgame.
4.d3 ¥c5 5.0–0?!
5.c3 is the most common move, to avoid
the knight exchange.
5...¤d4 6.¤xd4 ¥xd4
Black is happy to exchange this knights,
partly because the one on f3 was an
attacker and the one on c6 a defender, but
also because he is now ready to advance
in the centre with c6 and d5.
7.c3 ¥b6 8.d4
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24.f5 ¥xb3 25.¤xb3 ¦xd1 26.¦xd1 ¦e8
27.¦d5 ¥f4 28.¦d7
The best was to hold on to the material
with 28.¤c5 but even here black is better
due to the good bishop.
28...¦xe5 29.g3 ¥e3 30.g4 ¥b6 31.¤d2
31.¦xb7 ¦e1+ 32.¢g2 ¦e2+ 33.¢g3
¦xa2 is also quite hopeless.
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9.¥e4!?
A novelty in a well known position.
White puts some pressure on d5. ¥e4 is
a move that is sometimes played in this
position, but not so early.
9...¤f6 10.¥xc6 cxd4
It’s hard describing this move as
anything but a blunder. 10...bxc6 looks
okay.
11.¤xd4 bxc6 12.¤xc6 £c7 13.¤xe7+
£xe7 14.e4 ¥a6

31...¦e1+!
Immediately deciding the game.
32.¢g2 ¦d1 33.¢f3 ¥a5 34.¦d5
Polgar is trying to avoid the pawn
endgame after 34...¦xd2 35.¦xa5 or
34...¥xd2 35.¢e2. The problem is that
black can simply play
34...b6
and exchange everhything on d2 next
move. 0–1
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M. Carlsen – J.L. Hammer
1.c4 e6 2.¤c3 d5 3.d4 ¤f6
3...¥e7 is the move if you want to play
the queens gambit.
4.cxd5 ¤xd5
4...exd5 5.¥g5 is moderatly pleasant for
white, and avoided by most top players.
5.¤f3 c5 6.e3
6.e4 ¤xc3 7.bxc3 is another mainline.
6...¤c6 7.¥d3 ¥e7 8.0–0 0–0

15.e5!
Inserting this move stops black from
playing ¦fd8 with tempo.
15...¤d5
15...¥xf1 16.exf6 wins for white.
16.¤xd5 exd5 17.¦e1 ¦fd8 18.£d4
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panic.
31.¦b5 h6
Threatening 32...dxc3 33.¦xd7 c2 with
a winning position. It was not possible
to play like this last move: 31...dxc3
33.¦xd7 c2 34.¦b8+ with mate to follow.
32.¥a5 ¦c2 33.h4 d3 34.a4 ¦e7
Hammer has some initiative.
35.h5 ¥e8 36.¦b8 ¦ee2 37.¦xd3 ¦xg2+
38.¢f1 ¦h2

¦ab8 19.¥d2 £b7 20.¥c3 £b6
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21.e6!?
Carlsen activates his bishop and doesn’t
mind exchanging queens as long as the
d-pawn is safely blocked. 21...£xd4
22.¥xd4 ¦b7 23.¦ac1 fxe6 24.¦xe6 ¥d3
25.f3 a5
This pawn is a decoy...
26.¦e3
...and Carlsen runs for it!
26...¥g6 27.¦a3 ¦b4!
Trying to advance the d-pawn.
28.¥c3?!
28.¦d1 was better.
28...¦c4 29.¦xa5 d4 30.¦d1

Here Carlsen thought for some minutes
and played
39.¦d2??
39.¢g1 ¦cg2+ 40.¢f1 ¦c2 and a draw
was a logical finish. 39.¥d2 ¢f7 and
black has enough activity to draw.
39...¦hxd2??
Hammer also had a short bout of chess
blindness. 39...¦c1+ would immediately
end the game.
40.¥xd2 ¢f7 41.¥c3
White is now clearly better again, even
though the opposite coloured bishops set
some practical problems.
41...¥xa4 42.¦b7+ ¢e6 43.¦xg7 ¥b5+
44.¢g1 ¥e8 45.¦h7 ¢f5 46.¦xh6 ¢g5
47.¦e6 ¥xh5 48.¦e5+ ¢h6 49.f4 ¢g6
50.f5+
I can’t understand why Carlsen didn’t
play 50.¦g5+ ¢h6 51.¥g7+ ¢h7
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30...¦d7!
Hammer is two pawns down but doesn’t
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52.¦xh5+ ¢xg7 53.¦h2 when he has an
easily winning rook endgame.
50...¢f7 51.f6 ¥g6 52.¦e7+ ¢f8 53.¦c7
¢e8 54.b4 ¢d8 55.¦c5 ¢d7 56.b5 ¢d6
57.¥b4 ¦b2
57...¦xc5 58.b6 and one pawn promotes.
58.¥a3 ¦a2 59.¦c3+ ¢e6 60.b6 ¦a1+
60...¢xf6 61.b7 and it’s too late giving
the check: 61...¦a1+ 62.¦c1!
61.¢f2 ¥e4 62.¥e7 ¥h1 63.¦e3+ ¢f7
64.¦b3 ¥b7 65.¢e3 ¦a5 66.¦c3 ¦b5
67.¦c7 ¥h1 68.¥d8+ ¢e8 69.f7+ ¢f8
70.¥f6
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70...¥d5
70...¦f5 was black’s last chance and
in fact leads to a threatically drawn
endgame after 71.b7 ¥xb7 72.¥e7+
¢xf7 73.¥b4+ ¢e6 74.¦xb7
71.¥d4 ¥xf7 72.b7 ¥e8 73.¥a7 1–0

J.L. Hammer – Judit Polgar
1.d4 ¤f6 2.c4 e6 3.¤c3 ¥b4 4.e3 0–0
5.¥d3 d5 6.¤f3 c5 7.0–0
The players have followed the main
moves after 4.e3, one of white’s most
popular systems against the Nimzo
Indian. Now black has a number of
different setups. The knight can develop
to either d7 or c6, and black can take on
c4 or d4, or on both of these.

7...cxd4 8.exd4 dxc4 9.¥xc4 b6 10.£b3
This move is seldom played. Most
common is 10.¥g5.
10...¥xc3 11.bxc3 ¥b7 12.¤e5 ¤bd7
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13.¤xf7
Hammer took on f7 without much
thought, so this must be what he had
prepared. This type of positions doesn’t
usually give black any problems, so it
was a quite surprising move.
13...¦xf7 14.¥xe6 £e8
The best square, since both £e7 and £f8
runs into ¥a3.
15.¥a3 ¤f8 16.¥c4 £d7
Forcing white to take on f7, because else
16...¥d5 save the rook.
17.¥xf7+ £xf7
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18.c4
This was surprising. Two minor pieces
are usually a lot better than a rook, but
in the endgame the rook is very strong.
Therefore it’s logical for white to
exchange pieces.
18...¤e4
Black should try to create an attack
against the white king. 18...¥e4 was one
alternative.
19.£d3 ¤e6?! 20.d5!
Forcing the knight away from the white
king. At the same time d4-d5 cuts the
bishop on b7 out of play.
20...¤6c5 21.£d4 ¦c8 22.¦fe1 ¤d6
23.¦ac1 ¤f5 24.£d2 h6 25.¦c3!
Activating the rook.
25...£g6 26.h3 ¤h4
Black invites to some tactics...
27.¦g3
...which Hammer decides to allow.
27...¤e4 28.¦xg6 ¤xd2 29.¦g4!
Gaining an important tempo.

32...¤xg4 33.hxg4 ¦xc4
33...¦e8+ 34.¢d2 ¦xe1 35.¢xe1
Opposite coloured bishop endings are
often drawn, but here black has four
pawns on dark squares, which makes it
more difficult. Probalby black will be
able to build a fortress here anyway.
34.d6
The material is equal, but white has some
advantage with the passed pawn on d6.
34...¥a6 35.¢f3 ¥b5 36.¥b2!
Hitting e7.
36...¦c2 37.¥d4 ¦d2 38.¢e4!
The king is safe on d5 and now black’s
rook and king is cut away from the
d-pawn.
38...¢f7 39.¢d5 ¥e2
Here Hammer used his remaining time,
from 1:21 to 0:10, but miscalculated and
missed the win.
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40.¢c6
40.¦c1! is very good for white, for
example 40...¥f3+ 41.¢e5 ¦e2+ 42.¥e3
40...¥f3+ 41.¢c7 ¦xd4 42.d7 ¦c4+!
Immediately drawing.
43.¢b8 ¦d4 44.¢c7 ¦c4+ 45.¢b8 ¦d4
½–½

29...¤hf3+
29...¤xc4 30.d6! might have been what
Polgar missed when she played 26...¤h4.
30.gxf3 ¤xf3+ 31.¢f1 ¤h2+ 32.¢e2
32.¢g2 ¤xg4 33.¦e7! is again an
important intermediate move, which
gives white a clear advantage.
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V. Anand – M. Carlsen

16...e5!
Accepting a weak pawn at d6 but
opening for the queen and rooks.
17.dxe6 ¥xe6 18.0–0–0 ¥xb3 19.cxb3
Now white’s king has an safe square on
a2, but we will see that the king can be
attacked there as well.
19...¦e8
With the white queen on d4 and the
black king on g8, this is Emanuel Berg
- Pontus Carlsson from the Swedish
Championship 2007.
20.h5
Taking the pawn gives black activity:
20.£xd6 ¦c8+ 21.¢b1 £xd6 22.¦xd6
¦e2
20...£f6 21.¢b1 gxh5!
Played after a long thought. 22.¦xh5 runs
into 22...£g6+, so Carlsen can hold on to
the h-pawn in a few moves.
22.g4 h4 23.g5 £f5+ 24.¢a2 h3 25.¦h2
White’s position looks promising but
Carlsen has everything under control.
25...¢g8 26.¦dh1 ¦ac8 27.£xd6
27.¦xh3 £c2 forces the exchange of
queens, since 28.£d4 ¦c3! is dangerous.
27...¦c2 28.¦xc2 £xc2 29.¦xh3 ¦e1
Black threatens mate and white has only
one defence.

1.e4 c5 2.¤f3 d6
The dragen, an opening that Carlsen and
Radjabov rehabilitated.
3.d4 cxd4 4.¤xd4 ¤f6 5.¤c3 g6 6.¥e3
¥g7 7.f3 0–0 8.£d2 ¤c6 9.¥c4 ¥d7
10.¥b3
10.0–0–0 is the normal move here, but
it allows 10...¦b8 as in DominguezCarlsen 2009.
10...¤xd4
10...¦b8 is met by 11.¤xc6 and 12.¥xa7.
11.¥xd4 b5 12.a4 b4
12...bxa4 is played by no less than Anand
in 2008!
13.¤d5 ¤xd5

XIIIIIIIIY
8r?-Wq-Trk?0
7Zp-?lZppVlp0
6-?-Zp-?p?0
5?-?n?-?-0
4PZp-VLP?-?0
3?L?-?P?-0
2-ZPPWQ-?PZP0
1TR-?-MK-?R0
xabcdefghy

XIIIIIIIIY
8-?-?-?k?0
7?-?-?p?p0
6-?-WQ-?-?0
5Zp-?-?-ZP-0
4PZp-?-?-?0
3?P?-?P?R0
2KZPq?-?-?0
1?-?-Tr-?-0
xabcdefghy

14.¥xg7
14.exd5 ¥xd4 15.£xd4 £a5 16.0–0 ¦ac8
17.¦fe1 ¦fe8 18.¢h1 £c5 19.£h4 was
Anand-Carlsen from Corus this year,
which ended in a draw in this position.
14...¢xg7 15.exd5 a5
15...£a5 stops white from castling long,
but it doesn’t create any activity.
16.h4!
The pawn on d5 stops black from
manouvering between the wings. White
attacks on the kingside, where black
has no defenders. Carlsen sursprisingly
thought for several minutes here.

30.£d8+ ¢g7 31.£f6+ ¢g8 ½–½
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Best game

16.¦e2
When to rook took on a2 on the 9:th
move it seemed completely out of play,
but now it’s ideally placed.
16...0–0
Finally time to castle.
17.0–0 ¤g6 18.g3?!
Weakening the kingside.
18...f5
Black immediately starts an attack.
19.¤c5!
Threatening ¦e6.
19...¦f6 20.£e1
20.f4 was best, which stops f5-f4 and
leaves white with control over the e-file
and a slightly better position.

Today we have chosen one of
the games from the B-group.
The game ends with a beautiful
combination.
Jan Erik Skog - Øyvind Vaseng
1.e4 e5 2.¤f3 ¤c6 3.¥c4 ¥c5 4.d3
¤ge7
This normal move is actually a mistake,
since it allows 5.¤g5! 0–0 6.£h5
5.¤c3 d6 6.h3 h6 7.a3 ¥e6!
Black is ready to accept a doubled pawn
on the e-line.
8.¥a2 ¥xa2 9.¦xa2 d5

XIIIIIIIIY
8r?-?-?k?0
7ZppZp-?-Zp-0
6-?q?-TrnZp0
5?-SN-?p?-0
4-ZPPZp-?-?0
3ZP-?P?-ZPP0
2-?-?RZP-?0
1?-?-WQRMK-0
xabcdefghy

XIIIIIIIIY
8r?-Wqk?-Tr0
7ZppZp-SnpZp-0
6-?n?-?-Zp0
5?-VlpZp-?-0
4-?-?P?-?0
3ZP-SNP?N?P0
2RZPP?-ZPP?0
1?-VLQMK-?R0
xabcdefghy

20...¤f4!!
Beautiful! Black threatens £g2#, ¤xe2+
and it’s not possible to capture the
knight.
21.f3
21.gxf4 ¦g6+ 22.¢h2 £g2#
21...¤xe2+ 22.£xe2 ¦e8 23.£f2 ¦e3
24.¢g2 b6 0–1

Generally it’s dangerous to advance like
this before castling is made.
10.b4!
Black loses material after either 10...¥d6
11.exd5 or 10...¥b6 11.b5, so he has to
move to a unnatural square.
10...¥d4 11.¥b2 dxe4 12.¤xd4 ¤xd4
13.¤xe4 £d5 14.c4 £c6 15.¥xd4 exd4
12

Standings Kristiansund Grand Prix
round 5, group A
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Standings Kristiansund Grand Prix
round 5, group B
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Curiosities
Nei, nei, nei!
This is was Magnus Carlsen said when he saw that the
children in school welcomed him as a pop star. Anyway,
he managed well with writing autographs. It was a nice
promotional day for chess in Kristiansund!
Heard in the playing hall
After a bitter loss one player said:
“Fritz showed me how to draw. What a pity that I am not
a computer!”
After some thought the same player continued...
“But there are some advantages beeing a human too.”
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Daily
problem

White to move and win
Yesterdays problem
Originally composed by
M.Gromov, but somewhat
modified. White wins with
1.£h7+! ¢a6 2.£d3+!!
£xd3 3.¦xa3+

